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SESSION APPARATUS, CONTROL METHOD
THEREFOR, AND PROGRAM FOR

ated by the generation device so as to be reproduced

simultaneously With the received reproduction data, and the

delayed reproduction data and the generated reproduction

IMPLEMENTING THE CONTROL METHOD

data are reproduced simultaneously. Therefore, Without hav
ing to start a music session simultaneously With other

session apparatuses, it is possible to perform the music
session in synchronism With the other session apparatuses
after the lapse of a predetermined time period from the start
of performances by the other session apparatuses. This

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a session apparatus that
performs a music session With another session apparatus
connected thereto via a communication netWork in real time,
a control method for the session apparatus, and a program

for implementing the control method.
2. Description of the Related Art
Conventionally, a session apparatus is knoWn Which per

enables the user of each session apparatus to join a music
session at a desired time, Which greatly enhances the con
venience for the users. It should be noted that throughout the

speci?cation and claims as hereinafter related, “to reproduce
data” is intended to mean “to process data in order to
15

forms a music session With another session apparatus con
nected thereto via a communication netWork in real time.

reproduce information (musical tones, images, or the like)
represented by the data”.
Preferably, the reproduction data composed of packets

Aconventional session apparatus of this kind is disclosed
eg in the “Minutes of Proceedings of ICMC 97, pp.

each having a length corresponding to a predetermined time,
and the delay device is responsive to receipt of a packet of
reproduction data by the transmission and reception, for

446—449, 1997”, Which starts performance simultaneously

delaying timing of reproduction of the received packet of

With another session apparatus, and performs a music ses

reproduction data until a time point the reproduction device

sion in synchronism With information of performance given

starts to reproduce a packet of reproduction data to be

a predetermined time period earlier that in the present
performance of its oWn, Which is transmitted from the other

reproduced in synchronism With the received packet of
reproduction data.
Preferably, the generation device comprises an automatic
generation device that automatically reproduces the repro

session apparatus, thereby eliminating a deviation in timing
betWeen the performances due to netWork delay.
In the above session apparatus, hoWever, to perform a

25

session With the other session apparatus, it is necessary to

duction data, and a manual generation device that
reproduces-the reproduction data in response to an instruc

start performance simultaneously With the other session

tion by a user.

apparatus, and hence it is impossible for the users of the
individual session apparatuses to freely start the music
session Without being restricted by a time When the session
should be started.

display device that displays hoW the reproduction data
generated by the session apparatus and the reproduction data

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Preferably, the session apparatus further comprises a

35

It is an object of the present invention to provide a session
apparatus that enables the user to freely start and enjoy a

received from the other session apparatus are being
reproduced, on a session apparatus-by-session apparatus
basis.
Preferably, the session apparatus further comprises a
con?guration device capable of con?guring a manner of

music session With another session apparatus Without being

reproduction of the reproduction data generated by the

restricted by a time When the session should be started, a
control method for the session apparatus, and a program for

session apparatus and the reproduction data received from

40

the other session apparatus, on a session apparatus-by

session apparatus basis.
To attain the above object, in a second aspect of the
present invention, there is provided a control method of
controlling a session apparatus that performs a music session

implementing the control method.
To attain the above object, in a ?rst aspect of the present

invention, there is provided session apparatus comprising a

connection device that connects the session apparatus to at 45
With at least one other session apparatus connected thereto
least one other session apparatus via a communication

via a communication netWork, comprising a receiving step
of receiving reproduction data transmitted from the other
session apparatus via a transmission and reception device, a

netWork in order to perform a music session With the other
session apparatus, a transmission and reception device that

transmits reproduction data to the other session apparatus

connected by the connection device, and receives reproduc
tion data transmitted from the other session apparatus, a

generation device that reproduction data to be reproduced
simultaneously With the reproduction data received by the
transmission and reception device, a delay device that delays
timing of reproduction of the reproduction data received by
the transmission and reception device by a period of time
required for the reproduction data received by the transmis
sion and reception device to be reproduced in synchronism

55

generating step of generating reproduction data to be repro
duced simultaneously With the reproduction data received
via the transmission and reception device, a delay step of
delaying the reproduction data received via the transmission
and reception device by a period of time required for the
reproduction data received via the transmission and recep
tion device to be reproduced in synchronism With the
reproduction data generated in the generating step, and a

reproducing step of simultaneously reproducing the delayed

With the reproduction data generated by the generation

reproduction data and the generated reproduction data.

device, and a reproduction device that simultaneously repro

To attain the above object, in a third aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a program for causing a com
puter to eXecute the control method described above.

duces the delayed reproduction data and the generated
reproduction data.
According to this session apparatus, reproduction data
received via the transmission and reception device is

delayed by a period of time required for the reproduction

According to these aspects of the invention, the advanta
geous effects as provided by the ?rst aspect of the invention
65 can be obtained.

data received by the transmission and reception device to be

The above and other objects, features, and advantages of

reproduced in synchronism With reproduction data gener

the invention Will become more apparent from the folloWing
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detailed description taken in conjunction With the accom

16 into sound, including eg a DAC (Digital-to-Analog
Converter), an ampli?er, and a loud speaker.

panying drawings.

The above component elements 3 through 16 are con
nected to each other via a bus 18. The timer 8 is connected
to the CPU 5, the MIDI I/F 13 to another MIDI apparatus
100, the communication I/F 14 to the communication net
Work 101, the tone generator circuit 15 to the effect circuit

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically shoWing the
arrangement of a session apparatus according to an embodi

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing an example of the
con?guration of a system in Which the FIG. 1 session
apparatus performs a music session With other session

16, and the effect circuit 16 to the sound system 17. It should
be noted that in the present embodiment, the MIDI I/F 13 is
10

connected to a keyboard device as the other MIDI apparatus
100.
apparatuses;
In the hard disk of the HDD 11, as stated above, the
FIG. 3 is a block diagram shoWing the con?guration of
control programs to be executed by the CPU 5 can be also
functional sections of the FIG. 1 session apparatus according
stored. When a control program is stored in the hard disk,
to the present embodiment;
15 even if the control program is not stored in the ROM 6, and
FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing an example of a manner of
the CPU 5 reads the control program from the hard disk into
a music session being performed by clients A to C appearing
the RAM 7 to perform the same operation as When the

in FIG. 2; and
FIG. 5 is a diagram shoWing an example of images
displayed on a display device appearing in FIG. 3.

control program is stored in the ROM 6. This facilitates, for
example, installation of an additional control program, ver

sion upgrade of an existing control program.
The control programs and various kinds of data read from

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention Will noW be described in detail With

the CD-ROM 21 of the CD-ROM drive 12 are stored in the

hard disk of the HDD 11. This facilitates, for example,
25

reference to the draWings shoWing a preferred embodiment
thereof.

(MO) device and/or any other device(s) enabling utiliZation

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically shoWing the

of one or more of various types of mediums may be provided

arrangement of a session apparatus according to an embodi
ment of the present invention.

as an external storage device.

The communication I/F 14 is connected to the commu

Referring to FIG. 1, the session apparatus according to the
present embodiment is comprised of a keyboard 1 for
inputting mainly character information, a mouse 2 serving as
a pointing device, a key operation-detecting circuit 3 for

detecting operating states of individual keys of the keyboard

nication netWork 101, such as a LAN (Local Area NetWork),
the Internet, and a telephone line, as described above, and
hence the present session apparatus can connect to the server
35

1, a mouse operation-detecting circuit 4 for detecting an
operating state of the mouse 2, a CPU 5 for controlling the
overall operation of the session apparatus, a ROM 6 storing
control programs to be executed by the CPU 5, various kinds

of table data etc., a RAM 7 for temporarily storing perfor
mance data, various kinds of input information, results of
arithmetic operations, etc., a timer 8 for measuring a timer
interrupt time, and other kinds of times, a display device 9

from the server computer 102. In this case, a computer (the
40

session apparatus in the present embodiment), Which is a
client, transmits a command requesting to doWnload the

program(s) and/or parameter(s), to the server computer 102
via the communication I/F 14 and the communication net
Work 101. Responsive to this command, the server computer
45

102 distributes (transmits) the requested program(s) and/or
parameter(s) to the computer via the communication net

Work 101, and the computer receives the program(s) and/or

a ?exible disk drive (FDD) 10 for driving a ?exible disk
(FD) 20 as a storage medium, a hard disk drive (HDD) 11
for driving a hard disk, not shoWn, Which stores application
programs including the above-mentioned control programs,
various kinds of data, and so forth, a CD-ROM drive

parameter(s) via the communication I/F 14 to store the same

in the hard disk of the HDD 11, thereby completing the

doWnloading.
In addition to these devices, the session apparatus may be
equipped With an interface for direct exchange of data With

(CD-ROMD) 12 for driving a compact disk-read only
memory (CD-ROM) 21 storing application programs
including the above-mentioned control programs, various
kinds of data, and so forth, a MIDI (Musical Instrument

computer 102 via the communication netWork 101. If any of
the programs and various kinds of parameters is not stored
in the hard disk in the HDD 11, the communication I/F 14

is used to doWnload such program(s) and/or parameter(s)

equipped with eg a large-siZed liquid crystal display (LCD)
or a CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) display and light-emitting
diodes (LED’s), for displaying various kinds of information,

installation of a neW control program, and version upgrade
of an existing control program. It should be noted that not
only the CD-ROM drive 12 but also a magnet-optical disk

an external computer, etc.

As is understood from the above con?guration, the ses
55

Digital Interface) interface (IIF) 13 for receiving MIDI data

sion apparatus according to the present embodiment is
constructed on a general-purpose personal computer.

from external apparatuses and outputting MIDI data to
external apparatuses, a communication interface (I/F) 14 for
transmitting and receiving data to and from, for example, a

HoWever, the session apparatus should by no means be
limited to this illustrated example, and may be constructed

server computer 102 and other client computers 103 via a
communication netWork 101, a tone generator circuit 15 for

required number of components essential to implement the
present invention.

converting performance data input via the MIDI I/F 13 or the

FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing an example of the
con?guration of a system that enables the session apparatus
according to the present embodiment to perform a music
session With other session apparatuses.
As shoWn in the ?gure, session apparatuses including the
session apparatus according to the present embodiment are

on a dedicated apparatus formed of only a minimum

communication I/F 14, preset performance data, etc., into
musical tone signals, an effect circuit 16 for applying various
types of effects to musical tone signals received from the
tone generator circuit 15, and a sound system 17 for con
verting musical tone signals received from the effect circuit

65
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connected to each other as clients via the communication

allocated on the RAM 7. After amounts of performance data

network 101. In the present embodiment, the clients Ato C
operate independently of each other Without a master/slave

stored in the reception buffer, the clientA moves (or copies)

each corresponding to the length of tWo bars have been

relationship therebetWeen. It is assumed here, only for
convenience of description, that the client A corresponds to
the session apparatus according to the present embodiment,
and the clients B and C correspond to the other session
apparatuses. Further, the clients B and C may have the same
hardWare con?guration as that of the client A, that is, the
arrangement illustrated in FIG. 1, or may have a different
hardWare con?guration of their oWn. More speci?cally, the
clients B and C may have any hardWare con?guration so
long as it enables the clients B and C to perform a music
session With the client A, according to an operating proce
dure described hereinafter.

the performance data to a delay buffer provided in a region
other than the reception buffer, allocated on the RAM 7.

10

15

When the client A transmits data to the client B as one of

the other clients, the client A designates the address of the
client B on the communication netWork 101 (eg IP address
in the case of the communication netWork 101 being the
Internet), and transmits the data to the address. It should be
noted that a method of transmitting and receiving data
betWeen the clients, etc. Will be described hereinafter.

Then, the client Amoves (or copies) the above-mentioned
amount of performance data corresponding to the length of
tWo bars, stored in the delay buffer, to a reproduction buffer
allocated on the RAM 7 in timing (tWo-bar timing) in Which
the current reproduction of performance data corresponding
to the length of tWo bars is completed. The performance data
stored in the reproduction buffer, that is, the performance
data in the amount corresponding to the length of tWo bars
is reproduced according to a reproduction clock having a
repetition period corresponding to a tempo set in advance
(the same tempo is set for the clients B and C as Well). It
should be noted that the above tWo-bar timing is detected by
counting the reproduction clock a predetermined number of
times (number of times corresponding to the length of tWo

bars).
The reproduced performance data is supplied to the tone
generator circuit 15, and performance data inputted from the

and the number of clients may be larger or smaller than the
above number of three (hoWever, at least tWo clients are

keyboard device is also supplied to the tone generator circuit
15, so that the tone generator circuit 15 generates musical
tone signals from the performance data received from the
clients B and C and the performance data from the client A,

necessary for performing a music session). Furthermore, the
system may be con?gured such that the clients A to C have
a master/slave relationship. Alternatively, the system may be

Which are synchroniZed With each other.
Thus, the user of the client A can enjoy a music session
synchroniZed on a client-by-client basis Without having to

Further, the above con?guration of the system including
the session apparatuses is described only by Way of example,

constructed as a server/client system by providing a server

start performance for the session simultaneously With the

unit for the clients.
NoW, a control process carried out by the session appa

users of the clients B and C.

Next, the above control process Will be described in

ratus constructed as above Will be ?rst described in outline
detail.
With reference to FIG. 2, and then in detail With reference to 35
FIG. 3 is a block diagram shoWing the con?guration of
FIGS. 3 to 5.
functional sections of the session apparatus according to the

present embodiment.
When the session apparatus receives packets of perfor

The session apparatus according to the present
embodiment, i.e., the client A, is con?gured such that When
it performs a music session With the other session
apparatuses, i.e., the clients B and C, it can perform the
music session Without having to start the session simulta

40

neously With the clients B and C. The gist of the present
invention consists in this con?guration of the session appa
ratus.

Let it be assumed, for example, that the client A starts
performance for a music session ?rst, the client B starts
performance for the session next, and the client C starts

45

nates the addresses of the clients B and C on the commu

reception events from the same one of the other clients
tWice, that is, When an amount of performance data corre

nication netWork 101, as stated above, and starts perfor
mance for the session. Although various methods of
performing a music session can be envisaged, the client A

sponding to the length of tWo bars is received from the same

client, the performance data is read out from the reception
buffer 21 and stored in the delay buffer 23. The delay buffer

employs, for example, a method of giving performance by
using the keyboard device in real time. Performance data

23 is also allocated on the RAM 7, ie provided in a
55

given in real time are sequentially stored in a transmission
buffer allocated on the RAM 7. After the performance data
has been stored in an amount corresponding to a predeter
mined time length, eg an amount corresponding to the

different areas in the delay buffer 23 are allocated for the

a length corresponding to the length of one bar is formed and
transmitted to the clients B and C.

Next, When the clients B and C start performance for the

music session, packets of performance data having a length
client A sequentially stores the packets in a reception buffer

predetermined location thereof, as described above, and
other clients, respectively. It should be noted that each
packet having a length corresponding to one bar may be
con?gured to contain information indicative of Whether the
packet corresponds to the ?rst half or the second half of
performance data corresponding to tWo bars.
The performance data is formed of MIDI data, for
example, Which is constituted by a sequence of events and

length of one bar, a packet of the performance data having

corresponding to one bar are similarly transmitted respec
tively from the clients B and C to the client A, so that the

C, a reception event-generating section 22 generates recep
tion events, and in response to the reception events, the
received performance data is stored in the reception buffer
21. As described above, the reception buffer 21 is allocated
on the RAM 7, ie provided in a predetermined location of
the RAM 7, and different areas in the reception buffer 21 are

allocated for the other clients, respectively.
When the reception event-generating section 22 generates

performance for the session latest. First, the client A desig

(MIDI data, for example) inputted by performance thus

mance data having a length corresponding to one bar,
transmitted from the other clients, that is, the clients B and

65

timing (timing in Which immediately folloWing events
should be reproduced). Therefore, to reproduce the perfor
mance data, it is necessary to detect reproduction timing in
Which each event should be reproduced. For this reason, the

US 6,953,887 B2
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reproduction clock is generated by a reproduction clock
generating section 24, and by counting, e.g. rises of the
reproduction clock, the reproduction timing is detected. It is
con?gured such that the repetition period of the reproduction

supplied events inputted by using keys on a performance
operator 28, ie the keyboard device. The tone generator

clock usually varies With the tempo, and hence it is neces
sary to set the tempo in advance. In the present invention,
one client performs a music session in synchronism With
other clients, Which requires the same tempo to be set for all
the clients. To set the same tempo for all the clients, there
can be envisaged a method of detecting groups of clients
performing music sessions to obtain information of names of
the groups, tempo, etc., and displaying a list of the groups
together With the above information, so that When the user
of the client A designates from the list a music session in
Which he/she Wants to participate, the tempo of the music
session is automatically set for the client A, or When a
session in Which the user feels like participating is not found

section 29 generates musical tone signals of tone colors and
volumes set by a tone color/volume-setting section 33, based
on the supplied events, and delivers the signals to the sound

system 17.
The tone color/volume-setting section 33 is con?gured
such that in addition to a tone color and a volume speci?ed
10

be seperately set.
The events inputted from the performance operator 28 are
also supplied to a transmission buffer 31. When the one-bar
15

in the list of groups and the user Wants to start a neW session,

tempo of the music session. Further, the system may be
con?gured such that the tempo can be changed as desired
during performance of a music session. In this case, there

receipt of the performance data from the client A, the clients
B and C process the performance data in the same manner

as the session apparatus according to the present
embodiment, Whereby the tone generator section 29 of the
clients B and C generates and delivers musical tone signals
25

C are simultaneously changed.

The reproduction clock generated by the reproduction
clock-generating section 24 is supplied to the reproduction

27 are also supplied the events inputted from the perfor
mance operator 28. As shoWn in FIG. 5, the display section
27 displays the performance operators of the clients A to C,
i.e., the keyboard devices in the present embodiment. The

supplied reproduction clock to thereby generate a signal
(tWo-bar timing signal) indicative of timing in Which readout
(reproduction) of the performance data corresponding to the
35

that are depressed, eg the color of the depressed keys, on
a client-by-client basis. This makes it possible to visually
40

performance being given by the user himself, Which further
enables comparison betWeen the respective states of perfor
mances being given by the clients.
45

therefrom and the read event is delivered to a tone generator

FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing, by Way of eXample, hoW a
music session is played by the clients Ato C. The illustrated
eXample shoWs the state of a music session started in the
order of the client A, the client B, and the client C, as
described hereinabove in outline. It should be noted that
each block in FIG. 4 indicates performance data in an
amount corresponding to the length of tWo bars.
In FIG. 4, ?rst, the client A starts a performance A-1

section 29 (corresponding to the tone generator circuit 15
and the effect circuit 16 appearing in FIG. 1).

Further, the reproduction clock generated by the repro
duction clock-generating section 24 is also supplied to an
automatic performance section 30 and a one-bar timing

generating section 32. The session apparatus according to
the present embodiment is con?gured such that not only
real-time play With the keyboard device but also automatic

performance (automatic accompaniment) is performed.

grasp the respective states of performances being given by
the users of the other clients as Well as the state of a

delay buffer 23, and stored in the reproduction buffer 26.
The reproduction buffer 26 counts the supplied reproduc
tion clock, and Whenever reproduction timing is reached, the
reproduction buffer 26 has a corresponding event read

display section 27 displays the respective states of perfor
mances being given by the users of the clients A to C, for

eXample, by changing a manner of representation of keys

When the tWo-bar timing signal is generated from the
tWo-bar timing-generating section 25, this signal is supplied
to the delay buffer 23. In response to the tWo-bar timing
signal, the amount of performance data corresponding to the
length of tWo bars to be reproduced neXt is read out from the

Whose events are synchroniZed With the events outputted
from the performance operator of the clients B and C.
The events read out from the reproduction buffer 26 are
also supplied to a display section 27 (corresponding to the

display device 9 appearing in FIG. 1). To the display section

buffer 26 and a tWo-bar timing-generating section 25. The
tWo-bar timing-generating section 25 counts, e.g. rises of the

length of tWo bars from the reproduction buffer 26 should be
terminated.

timing-generating section 32 generates a signal indicative of
one-bar timing (one-bar timing signal), an amount of per
formance data corresponding to the length of one bar is read
out from the transmission buffer 31 to form one packet, and
the one packet is transmitted to the clients B and C. Upon

the user can freely set tempo to register the tempo as the

can be employed a method, for example, in Which if the user
of the client A transmits a request for a change in tempo to
the other clients B and C and the users of the other clients
B and C agree to the request, the tempos of the clients A to

by the user for his session apparatus, tone colors and
volumes of musical tones to be reproduced based on per
formance data received from the other clients B and C can

(represented by a block designated by A-1 in FIG. 4; the
other performances are similarly represented in the ?gure),

Accompaniment data (composed of a sequence of events
and timing) for the automatic performance is also stored in
the RAM 7 and the ROM 6. The automatic performance
section 30 also reproduces the accompaniment data for the

then the client B starts a performance B-1, and ?nally the
client C starts a performance C-1. The performance B-1
reaches the client A (see the hatched square area in FIG. 4)
after a certain netWork delay (the delay time depends on
actual conditions of the netWork). The client A has not

automatic performance in the same manner as the reproduc

completed receiving amounts of performance data each

tion buffer 26 to supply events of the automatic performance
to the tone generator section 29. It is assumed that the
automatic performance is given based on a predetermined

corresponding to the length of tWo bars from the other
clients B and C When the performance A-1 is completed (the

55

performance per se of the other clients B and C for the
performance data to be received has not yet been

chord progression (tWo ?ve, for example) in units of tWo
bars, and the user performs manual performance such that
his performance matches the chord progression of the auto
matic performance. To the tone generator section 29 are also

65

completed). In the client A, after the performance data from
the clients B and C have been completely received by the
client A, the performance data from the clients B and C are

US 6,953,887 B2
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intentionally delayed until a performance A-2 is completed

sion. Thus, even in the same session, different performances
are given depending on the session apparatuses, Which also
makes the users to enjoy an interesting session.

and a performance A-3 is started. First performances B-1
and C-1 by the other clients B and C are started in synchro

nism With the performance A-3. Accordingly, in the client A,
a music session is carried out by the performances A-3, B-1,

Although in the present embodiment, the case is given by
Way of example in Which the clients A, B, and C are different
from each other in the timing of the start of performance,
even if the start timing is made to coincide With each other,

and C-1. After that, the session is continued With the time
difference maintained so long as the other clients B and C

continue their performances. HoWever, the time difference
can be changed if arrival of the performance data from either

similarly to the above example, performance data from the
clients A, B, and C are intentionally delayed due to netWork
delay, and then reproduced in synchronism With each other.

of the clients B and C is delayed. It should be noted that “to
synchronize” is intended to mean “to make the respective
starts of pieces of performance data of the clients A to C
coincident With each other”. More speci?cally, in the present

Although in the present embodiment, performance data
concerning performances given in real time by the session

embodiment, the start of each piece of performance data is
the start of each bar, and hence “to synchronize” means “to

15

make coincident timing in Which each piece of performance

apparatuses are transmitted and received betWeen the ses
sion apparatuses, the data to be transmitted and received are
not limited to performance data, but any data, such as audio

data and image data, may be transmitted and received

data starts to be reproduced, With the start of each bar.

insofar as it makes sense to reproduce the data in a syn

In the client B, before the client B completes the perfor

chroniZed manner.

mance B-l, the client A has completed his performance over
the length of tWo bars. Hence, When the client B starts the

Although in the present embodiment, performance data
are inputted by using the keyboard device, this is not

next performance B-2, the performance A-1 is started in

limitative but any musical instrument may be employed.

synchronism With the performance B-2, Whereby the music

Further, performance data may be inputted not only by

session is carried out by the performances B-2 and A-1.
Further, before the performance B-2 is completed, the client
C has terminated his performance over the length of tWo
bars, so that When the next performance B-3 is started, the

devices. For example, a picture of a musical instrument and
a cursor may be displayed on the display device 9, and the
cursor may be moved eg by using the mouse 2 for desig

musical instruments but also by various kinds of input
25

performance C-1 is started in synchronism With the perfor

nating pitch in real time.
Further, although in the present embodiment, inputted

mance B-3, Whereby the music session is carried out by the

performances B-3, A-2, and C-1. After that, the session is
continued With the time difference maintained so long as the

clients A and C continue their performances.
In the client C, since the clients A and B have completed
their performances over the length of tWo bars before the
performance C-1 is completed. Hence, When the next per
formance C-2 is started, the performances A-1 and B-1 are

35

performance data are formed into packets in units of the
length of one bar for transmission to the other clients,
needless to say, the length of data is not limited to a length
corresponding to one bar. The length of data for use in
reproducing performance data is not limited to a length
corresponding to tWo bars, either, but any data length may

started in synchronism With the performance C-2, Whereby

be employed insofar as it is of use from a musical point of
vieW.

the music session is carried out by the performances C-2,
A-1 and B-1. After that, the session is continued With the

a data format in Which pitch data is stored in each of a

Further, performance data formed into packets may have

time difference maintained so long as the clients A and B

continue their performances.
As described hereinabove, the session apparatus accord
ing to the present embodiment is capable of performing a
music session in synchronism With the other session appa
ratuses after the lapse of a predetermined time period
(corresponding to the length of four bars at the longest) from
the start of performances by the other session apparatuses,
Without having to start the session simultaneously With the
other session apparatuses. This enables the respective users
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It is to be understood that the object of the present
invention may also be accomplished by supplying a system
45 or an apparatus With a storage medium in Which a program

code of softWare Which realiZes the functions of the above

described embodiment is stored, and causing a computer (or
CPU 5 or MPU) of the system or apparatus to read out and
execute the program code stored in the storage medium.
In this case, the program code itself read from the storage
medium realiZes the functions of the above described
embodiment, and hence the storage medium in Which the
program code is stored constitutes the present invention.

of the session apparatuses to join a music session at a desired

time, Which greatly enhances the convenience for the users.
Further, since a music session is thus performed by the
present performance of the user and the past performances
of the users of the other session apparatuses, it is possible to
perform an interesting session Which cannot be realiZed by
an ordinary session. It should be noted that the performance

Examples of the storage medium for supplying the pro
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gram code include the ?exible disk 20, the hard disk, an

optical disk, a magnetic-optical disk, the CD-ROM 21, a

of each user is given in a manner matched to the chord

CD-R, a CD-RW, a DVD-ROM, a DVD-RAM, a DVD-RW,
a DVD+RW, a magnetic tape, a nonvolatile memory card,
and the ROM 6. As an alternative, the program code may be
supplied from the server computer 102 via the other MIDI
apparatus 100 and the communication netWork 101.
Further, it is to be understood that the functions of the

progression repeated in units of tWo bars, and hence the user
does not feel a sense of disorder even if he/she has a music

session With the past performances of the others.
Further, the performances of a music session in Which
session apparatuses are involved are different betWeen the

session apparatuses. More speci?cally, in the case of the

example illustrated in FIG. 4, in the client A, the perfor
mance A-3 is given together With the performances B-1 and
C-1 in session, While in the client B, the performance A-3 is
given together With the performances B-4 and C-2 in ses

predetermined number (eg “16”) of divided sections of a
predetermined length (e.g. corresponding to one bar) of the
performance data.
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above described embodiment may be accomplished not only
by executing a program code read out by a computer, but
also by causing an OS (operating system) or the like Which
operates on the computer to perform a part or all of the actual
operations based on instructions of the program code.

US 6,953,887 B2
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manner of reproduction of the reproduction data generated
by the session apparatus and the reproduction data received

Further, it is to be understood that the functions of the

above described embodiment may be accomplished by Writ
ing a program code read out from the storage medium into

from the other session apparatus, on a session apparatus

an expansion board inserted into a computer or a memory

by-session apparatus basis.

provided in an expansion unit connected to the computer and
then causing a CPU or the like provided in the expansion

performs a music session With at least one other session

6. Acontrol method of controlling a session apparatus that

board or the expansion unit to perform a part or all of the
actual operations based on instructions of the program code.
What is claimed is:

1. A session apparatus comprising:

apparatus connected thereto via a communication netWork,

comprising:
10

from the other session apparatus via a transmission and

a connection device that connects the session apparatus to
at least one other session apparatus via a communica
tion netWork in order to perform a music session With

the other session apparatus;
a transmission and reception device that transmits repro
duction data to the other session apparatus connected

reception device;
a generating step of generating reproduction data to be

reproduced simultaneously With the reproduction data
15

by said connection device, and receives reproduction

mission and reception device by a period of time
required for the reproduction data received via the
transmission and reception device to be reproduced in

reproduced simultaneously With the reproduction data
received by said transmission and reception device;
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tion data.

method of controlling a session apparatus that performs a
music session With at least one other session apparatus
connected thereto via a communication netWork,

the control method comprising:
a receiving step of receiving reproduction data transmitted
from the other session apparatus via a transmission and
35

reproduced simultaneously With the reproduction data
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the other session apparatus and received via the trans

mission and reception device by a period of time
required for the reproduction data received via the
transmission and reception device to be reproduced in

reproduction data.
3. A session apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said
generation device comprises an automatic generation device
that automatically reproduces the reproduction data, and a
manual generation device that reproduces the reproduction

reception device;
a generating step of generating reproduction data to be

received via the transmission and reception device;
a delay step of delaying the reproduction data sent from

reproduction data by said transmission and reception device,
for delaying timing of reproduction of the received packet of
reproduction data until a time point said reproduction device
starts to reproduce a packet of reproduction data to be
reproduced in synchronism With the received packet of

synchronism With the reproduction data generated in
said generating step by the session apparatus; and
a reproducing step of simultaneously reproducing the
delayed reproduction data and the generated reproduc
7. A program for causing a computer to execute a control

delayed reproduction data and the generated reproduc
tion data.
2. A session apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein the
reproduction data is composed of packets each having a
length corresponding to a predetermined time, and Wherein
said delay device is responsive to receipt of a packet of

received via the transmission and reception device;
a delay step of delaying the reproduction data sent from
the other session apparatus and received via the trans

data transmitted from the other session apparatus;
a generation device that generates reproduction data to be

a delay device that delays timing of reproduction of the
reproduction data sent from the other session apparatus
and received by said transmission and reception device
by a period of time required for the reproduction data
received by said transmission and reception device to
be reproduced in synchronism With the reproduction
data generated by said generation device of the session
apparatus; and
a reproduction device that simultaneously reproduces the

a receiving step of receiving reproduction data transmitted
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synchronism With the reproduction data generated in
said generating step by the session apparatus; and
a reproducing step of simultaneously reproducing the
delayed reproduction data and the generated reproduc
tion data.
8. A session apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said

data in response to an instruction by a user.

4. A session apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising a display device that displays hoW the reproduc
tion data generated by the session apparatus and the repro

delay device delays the timing of reproduction of the repro
duction data sent from the other session apparatus and keeps

duction data received from the other session apparatus are
being reproduced, on a session apparatus-by-session appa

timing of reproduction of the reproduction data generated by

ratus basis.

delayed.

5. A session apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising a con?guration device capable of con?guring a

said generation device of the session apparatus from being
55

